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Introduction

Why? Why is it bothering them so much? Why do they have to torture us? Why do they care? We don’t do anything to anyone else. Who do we harm? Why do they hate us? Why?

‘Naguib’, interviewed in 2003 regarding his experience of being arrested for being gay in the provincial Egyptian city of Tanta.1

The government’s targeting of homosexuality in May 2001, following years of ‘turning a blind eye’ to Cairo’s gay scene,2 is studied here in terms of the links between the sphere of interpersonal relations and notions of national security within international relations. The persecution of men for alleged same-sex relations not only filled newspaper columns and created a spectacle to divert people’s attention away from the government’s failings.3 More importantly, the event represented an opportunity for government officials, the media and other civil society activists – both within Egypt and abroad – to ‘perform’ a discourse of national security through which national sovereignty was (re)produced and political order was maintained.4 However, this national security threat was not only posed by the external threat of Western governments, international NGOs and other transnational actors concerned with respect for human rights within Egypt. More importantly, this threat was constructed as originating with those people failing to conform to the ‘norm’ of heterosexual relationships.

By focusing on a particular case study, this article builds upon the work of feminist IR theorists in revealing the way in which gender both constitutes and is constituted by international politics and security in a continual process. Security is of interest to feminist IR theorists because those events and processes traditionally at the heart of
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3 Bahgat, ‘Explaining Egypt’s Targeting of Gays’.
4 For an elaboration of the concept of security as a discourse for performing national identity, see David Campbell, Writing Security: United States Foreign Policy and the Politics of Identity (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1992).
security studies, such as war and militarism, tend to affect women negatively and differently from men - for example, in the creation of large numbers of refugees and the use of rape as a weapon of war. Moreover, the discourse and practices of national security are rooted in (gendered) assumptions of ‘masculinized dignity and feminized sacrifice that sustain that sense of autonomous nationhood’. The concept of ‘human security’ expands the security agenda to not only include the gendered implications of state security but also ‘the safety of the body and the household’. In this sense, national security in international relations is not only ‘about arms dealers, presidents’ men and concepts such as ‘covert operations’’, but also about ‘ordinary’ women and men trying to secure their own livelihoods and lifestyles in the context of evolving socioeconomic conditions and political processes.

The Queen Boat case illustrates how ‘The body as the finest scale of geopolitical space is critical to a feminist understanding of [...] human security.’ However, it is not only by locating women’s bodies that we are able to understand the gendered dimensions and implications of the international system. A focus on men and their relationships also reveals the ways in which national sovereignty and security are constituted through notions of gender identities and relations and vice versa. Moreover, the study of the Egyptian government’s persecution of gay men illustrates that international relations are not only gendered but also sexualised. Sexual relations and identities are not only a private/intimate matter but also ‘an arena of constant surveillance and control’ and an inextricable part of the national and state processes that constitute the sphere of international politics.

This article explores the Queen Boat case in five sections, which address the themes highlighted in the previous paragraphs. The first section identifies the ways in which the Queen Boat case may be seen, in the first instance, as official punishment of homosexuality in order to reproduce heteronormativity. Following this, I argue that the reproduction of heteronormativity is significant within a context in which individuals are experiencing shifting gender roles as a result of economic insecurities and government attempts to promote women’s position. The next section illustrates how the case was constructed as a matter of national security. In this way, the final sections demonstrate how the case became an opportunity for the construction of national identity and, based upon this, the ‘performance’ of national sovereignty, in opposition to the West. The conclusion brings together these findings to explore the implications of the Queen Boat case for thinking about the gendered and sexualised nature of international relations.

7 Giles and Hyndmann, ‘New Directions for Feminist Research and Politics’, in Giles and Hyndmann, Sites of Violence, p. 308.
8 Enloe, Bananas, p. 11.
9 Giles and Hyndmann, ‘New Directions’, p. 310.
Punishing homosexuality

In the early hours of 11 May 2001, several hundred police descended upon the ‘Queen Boat’, a tourist boat moored on the Nile in Cairo and the location of a disco informally known to be a hang-out for gay men. That night, some 60 men were arrested and detained at different police stations around Cairo. Fifty-four were transferred to prison and 52 were later charged with ‘debauchery’ or *fujur* (homosexuality is not actually an offence on the Egyptian statute books). The arrests came within a context of increased state surveillance of Egyptian gay men interacting through websites and chat-rooms. A significant number of gay men were and continue to be arrested through entrapment by police via gay chat-rooms, in addition to being identified by informants.

Until a few months previous to the Queen Boat arrests, the Egyptian authorities had generally turned a blind eye to the activities of the gay community in Egypt and some observers even considered Egypt’s gay community and nightlife to be thriving. A number of pubs and parties emerged in the 1990s giving greater space and relative safety for gay men to meet. That is not to say that homosexuality was beginning to become socially acceptable but to draw attention to the fact that the Queen Boat case did not represent the ‘natural’ continuation of the persecution of gay men in Egypt.

The Queen Boat case and subsequent prosecutions clearly represent a violation of basic human rights to security of the person. A common theme in the arrests of allegedly gay men in Egypt is their subject to torture and other humiliating practices at the hands of the police. Several human rights reports detail the incidence of torture during the detention and questioning of men accused of being gay. These include the use of torture techniques and other forms of ill-treatment within Egyptian police stations that are common to other arrests, such as being beaten by a stick on the soles of the feet (*falaka*), beaten with fists, slapped with the flat of the hand and

12 In addition, several more men were arrested in other locations in Cairo that night, including in people’s homes. Amnesty International (AI), ‘Torture and Imprisonment for Actual or Perceived Sexual Orientation’, Press Release, 20 December 2001, (http://web.amnesty.org/library/print/ENGMDE120332001), accessed 26 October 2004.

13 Ibid.; HRW, *In a Time of Torture*, p. 13. The law used to prosecute the Queen Boat defendants originated within the context of anti-colonial struggles against British ‘immorality’. In 1951, Egyptian nationalists proposed a law to abolish state-licensed brothels established to service the ‘needs’ of the British military. *Fujur* was originally conceptualised within this legislation as referring to prostitution.
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17 In one newspaper interview, ‘Michael’, an Egyptian gay man says, ‘Even if the government accepts [homosexuality] and makes it official, the people will still refuse it . . . They think that being gay is shameful and brings Egypt a bad reputation’. Cited in Lilian Lang, ‘Hiding themselves in the crowd’, *Middle East Times*, issue 33, 1999, hosted at: (http://www.gayegypt.com/newrepongayi.html), accessed 28 April 2006.

whipped across the back with a hose. As one of the accused in the Queen Boat case told Amnesty International:

The real beatings started in the police station. They beat us with their hands and legs and with a cane and a thick stick.

Other incidences of ill-treatment and torture appear to be specific to the detention of men accused of engaging in homosexual acts. For example, detainees are forced to undergo examinations by forensic experts for evidence of anal sex. They are made to strip to show their underwear and to confess, under duress, whether they are active or passive. In prison, the defendants are beaten not only by prison staff, but also by other inmates, with the encouragement of staff, because they are gay. They are subject to verbal abuse by police and prison officers, such as, being called khawal (pl. khalwalat) – a derogatory term for gay.

It was not only the defendants in the Queen Boat case that were subject to humiliation and ill-treatment by the state. In addition, the men’s families were subject to harassment and humiliation, not only by the state but also by the national media. Unusually, in the Queen Boat case, the press were allowed to take photographs of the men in detention. The names and workplace addresses of the accused were published by a semi-official national newspaper, thereby potentially subjecting the men and their families to harassment. Moreover, their families were also subject to verbal abuse and stigmatisation. For example, during the trial, the court guards would jeer at the defendants’ mothers, ‘You are the ones who spawned the khawalat!’.

The ‘Queen Boat’ trial began on 18 July 2001. On 14 November 2001, of the original 52 prisoners, 21 were found guilty of ‘habitual debauchery’ and sentenced to terms of one to two years. The key defendant was given a five-year sentence for ‘contempt of religion’ and debauchery and his alleged aide received a three-year prison sentence for ‘contempt of religion’. The remaining 29 defendants were acquitted.

In late May 2002, the Egyptian president, Hosni Mubarak, used his powers to rescind the verdicts of the trial except for those of the alleged ringleaders who had both been convicted of ‘contempt of religion’. All the defendants’ files, including the
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25 Al-Ahram and Al-Gumhuriyya (both state-owned newspapers) published the full names, ages, professions and workplaces of the 52 defendants on 29 June 2001, even though this is illegal according to Egyptian law. Cited in, HRW, In a Time of Torture, fn. 126.
26 HRW, In a Time of Torture, pp. 32 ff.
27 The key defendant was charged with establishing a religious group called ‘God’s Agency on Earth’. The charge of ‘contempt of religion’ was used to justify the trial of the men in a state security court. Under Egyptian law, ‘contempt of religion’ is punishable by between six months and five years imprisonment. Age of Consent, ‘ “Immorality” Trial Reopens in Egypt’, 29 August 2001, (http://www.ageofconsent.com/egypt.htm), accessed 6 December 2004.
21 who were acquitted, were referred to the state prosecution service for review and those who had been found guilty were released on bail.\(^{29}\) One month later, the state prosecution referred all the original defendants to be retried in a Cairo criminal court.

In March 2003 (almost two years after the original arrests took place), the court again found 21 of the defendants guilty of ‘habitual debauchery’. This time they were sentenced to a harsher sentence of three years in prison followed by three years of police probation. The case was appealed in a higher court on June 4 and the sentences of 14 of those convicted for debauchery were reduced to time served and a year’s probation (meaning that they would have to sleep in police cells every night – possibly facing the same police brutality that they experienced whilst detained/imprisoned).\(^{30}\) Since the high profile ‘Queen Boat case’, scores of Egyptian men have been arrested and prosecuted for ‘habitual debauchery’.\(^{31}\)

In light of the fact that homosexuality is not explicitly prohibited by Egyptian law, the defendants in the Queen Boat case and other subsequent cases have been prosecuted according to a law criminalising prostitution (or ‘debauchery’). Yet, despite the fact that consensual homosexual sex is not explicitly criminalised, the case brought against the men depended upon proving that they had engaged in (consensual) same-sex relations. Aaccording to the judge at the first Queen Boat trial, the evidence relied upon to reach the guilty verdicts were: (1) confessions; (2) photographs in some of which several of the defendants appeared naked and/or engaged in same-sex acts; and (3) forensic medical examinations. ‘These combined pieces of evidence were the ones that made the court absolutely sure of the convictions’.\(^{32}\) However, the evidence for the convictions ‘rarely amounted to such ‘certainty’ and the combinations of evidence [Judge] Abdel Karim cited were almost nonexistent’.\(^{33}\)

The trial and harassment of men on the basis of their sexual orientation represents a violation of the principle of non-discrimination in the enjoyment of human rights.\(^{34}\) However, the persecution of individuals because of their sexual orientation should be seen not only as an infringement of basic rights to the security of the individuals involved but as part of general attempts by state and society to control the sexuality of men and women. Usually, this control is more notable for women because of its frequent discriminatory and violent implications. For example, Egyptian legislation does not grant women and men equal access to divorce. Women’s right to pass on their nationality to their children is also restricted (thereby penalising the children of women who marry non-Egyptians).\(^{35}\) The increased occurrence of ‘veiling’ amongst Egyptian women since the 1970s, and the continued prevalence of female genital


\(^{31}\) It is suggested that many more cases of harassment and prosecution of gay men in Egypt take place than is reported. This is due to the fact that, since the ‘Queen Boat’ trial, the Egyptian government has clamped down on media reporting of arrests of gay men due to mounting international criticism. See Al-Fatiha, ‘Statistics on Gay Arrests in Egypt’; H.R.W., *In a Time of Torture*.

\(^{32}\) Interview with Judge Muhammed Abdel Karim, Cairo, Egypt, 11 March 2003, cit. in H.R.W., *In a Time of Torture*, p. 44.

\(^{33}\) Ibid.

\(^{34}\) A.I., ‘Torture and Imprisonment’.

Cutting may also be interpreted as social attempts to control women’s sexuality – a trend in which women, themselves, are also complicit. Violence against women (in different forms) operates to punish transgressions of social norms about women’s sexual behaviour. Domestic violence is justified as a means of punishing wives who disobey their husbands or who fail to live up to gender role expectations. Men sometimes resort to killing their female relatives (usually daughters or sisters) ‘for engaging in, or being suspected of engaging in, sexual practices before or outside marriage’. Such ‘honour’ crimes often receive a mitigated sentence in Egypt. As women are punished for failing to conform to dominant notions of female sexual behaviour, so gay men, in the Queen Boat case and subsequent prosecutions, are punished for failing to conform to dominant notions of male sexual behaviour.

Yet, the Queen Boat case also marked a break from the past because it was the first time gay men had been put on trial and, thereby, represented a public acknowledgement that homosexuality existed in Egypt. This enabled a public discussion of homosexuality that could be seen to serve certain specific interests. One commentator has argued that the specific interests served by the Queen Boat case were those of the Egyptian government. The very public clampdown on the gay community acted to create a public spectacle to divert attention from Egypt’s ongoing economic recession, as well as enabling the regime to assert its ‘Islamic’ credentials in the face of the relative success of the Muslim Brotherhood in the November 2000 parliamentary elections and the Bar Association elections in early 2001. Whilst government insecurity no doubt played a role in the authorities’ decision to publicly persecute homosexuality, this article illustrates the ways in which the case was not merely a matter of deflecting attention away from the regime’s difficulties. Statements by politicians and civil society actors, as well as media commentary, converged to present the case as serving wider, national interests. Moreover, the case sought to restructure a variety of power relations at the interpersonal, national and international levels.

State insecurity and sexual/gender insecurities

The targeting of gay men should be partly understood as a government response not only to its own vulnerability but also to the economic and geopolitical insecurity of
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the state and, related to this, the socioeconomic insecurities experienced by Egyptian men. As a result of an ongoing economic crisis throughout the 1980s, Egypt was obliged, in 1991, to adopt neoliberal economic reforms as a means of accessing grants and loans from the international community to fund national development. This programme, agreed with the IMF and World Bank, led to a gradual dismantling of the state-dominated economy, including the privatisation of public sector enterprises, restructuring of the public sector workforce and the liberalisation of the capital markets. Simultaneously, an agricultural modernisation programme and land reform programme occurred.

The economic reform programme also dismantled many of the social welfare mechanisms associated with the public sector - such as job security, job-related healthcare and pensions, rent ceilings and food subsidies. In addition, the agricultural modernisation programme has led to the dispossession of peasants no longer able to afford increasing land rents. Despite the creation in 1991 of one of the largest social funds in the world, the rate of poverty in Egypt is perceived by some to have been growing. Between 1990/91 and 1997/98, the number of persons living on 2 dollars a day rose from 20.7 per cent to around 50 per cent. Moreover, in 2000, the government was obliged to devalue the currency by 30 per cent in an attempt to make its exports more competitive. As a result, Egyptians' purchasing power was greatly reduced, as the cost of imports rose. Additional sales taxes were also introduced in 2000, despite private sector complaints of falling sales. Unemployment continues to grow with half a million new entrants to the labour force every year. Meanwhile, Egypt's health and education indicators continue to lag behind those of countries with similar levels of national income.

The socioeconomic difficulties associated with economic liberalisation have been felt by all social groups, including public and private sector workers, peasants, university graduates, civil servants and even business people. The effects of economic liberalisation are not only felt by individuals or families in terms of loss of income, unemployment or reduced access to decent healthcare and education. They are also felt in terms of their impact upon gender roles, relations and identities. Economic restructuring represents a challenge to prevailing gender norms, enshrined in legislation, whereby men are seen as the main providers and protectors of the family, whilst women are cast as mothers and wives, whose primary sphere of activity is the home.


Egypt’s Human Development Index ranking is amongst the lowest for a lower middle-income country. Human Development Report 2002 (New York: UNDP, 2002).


Insecurities about gender identities generated by economic change may be expressed in a number of ways. One example is the prolific and very public debates surrounding the introduction of Viagra to Egypt in 1998. For several months, the national press was filled with articles about the drug, its benefits and its dangers. Calls for the legalisation of the drug were based on the notion that Egyptian men needed to prevent impotency and ensure their sexual performance in order to prove their masculinity. Similarly, in June 1996, various national newspapers and even members of the Egyptian parliament became involved in an investigation into the sale in Egypt of an Israeli chewing gum that was claimed to result in impotence for Arab men.

In other words, the theme of male anxieties about sexual performance is one that has recurred in contemporary Egyptian society. Some writers see these anxieties as rooted in the problems of securing one’s daily existence – such as economic recession, inflation, poor education and high unemployment. Indeed, research demonstrates that men feel emasculated by poverty.

Others interpret male anxieties about their masculinity as a response to changing gender roles. In the post-independence period, gender roles have changed dramatically as part of the state-building process and a general expansion in the economy and the public sector. However, whilst women’s visibility in the public sphere became symbolic of national modernity, until recently, women’s rights within the home as defined by family law evolved very slowly. In 2000, the government successfully – although with significant resistance – pushed through important reforms to family law by granting women the right to unilateral divorce – khula’ – (albeit by relinquishing her financial rights within the marriage). In the same year, the National Council for Women was established, headed by the First Lady and reporting directly to the president, reflecting the high level of political commitment to raising women’s status in Egypt. These measures aim to rectify the internationally poor record of Egyptian women’s (formal) labour rate participation, illiteracy rates and other indicators of women’s participation as a means of contributing towards improving Egypt’s development.

49 Wassef and Mansour, Investigating Masculinities, pp. 136 ff.
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54 For example, see Nadia Hijab, Womenpower (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988).
56 Religious/social conservatives vehemently opposed these changes on the grounds that it would lead to the break-up of the family. For example, see, Mariz Tadros, ‘Who Won the Tug-of-War’, Al-Ahram Weekly Online, 3–9 February 2000, (http://weekly.ahram.org.eg/2000/467/ii1.htm), accessed 19 May 2005.
However, women are being encouraged to improve their situation in a context of diminishing economic opportunities. Men’s anxieties about their sexuality are not only a response to widespread socioeconomic difficulties but also to the apparent challenge to gender relations posed by the allocation of national resources towards improving women’s situation. Within this context, the Queen Boat case may be interpreted as an attempt to punish homosexuality in order to ‘rescue’ Egyptian masculinity from the insecurities experienced as a result of socioeconomic changes and shifting gender roles. Continued masculine domination depends upon the maintenance of heteronormativity – that is, the institutionalisation of heterosexuality as the norm within society. Homosexuality challenges the heterosexual order that underpins male domination of women and, therefore, is constructed as a threat to masculinity. As the chief prosecutor in the Queen Boat case stated, ‘Egypt has not and will not be a den for the corruption of manhood, and homosexual groups will not establish themselves here’. The persecution of gay men functions to re-establish heterosexuality as the norm, thereby re-establishing gender hierarchy in a context of shifting gender roles.

The gender and sexuality of national security

In the Queen Boat case, the punishment of homosexuality was not only represented as a means of securing Egyptian manhood but also as a means of protecting Egyptian national security. Arguments about the threat to national cohesion posed by gay men are almost universal and justify their attempted exclusion from that most masculinist of institutions, the military. The trial of allegedly gay men not only promoted the view that homosexuality is a potential threat to national security by disrupting the ‘proper’ homosocial bonding of men. Media coverage of the Queen Boat case linked the accused men directly to an external security threat. A ‘Jewish conspiracy’ was seen to be behind the ‘cult of the perverts’ and the ‘ring-leader’ or key defendant was reported to have visited Israel. Although Egypt signed a peace accord with Israel in 1979 and, therefore, possesses diplomatic relations with the country, Israel has continued to be considered a security threat by many ordinary people as well as members of the Egyptian security and military apparatus. Israeli actions within the Middle East region, such as the invasion of Lebanon in 1982, the continued occupation of Palestinian territories and Israel’s possession of nuclear weapons are seen as illustrative of the dangers posed to regional security and the security of the Egyptian state by the existence of Israel.

The links made between the defendants and the external security threat of Israel contributed to justifying the trial of the men before a State Security Court. These

61 Andrew Parker, Mary Russo, Doris Sommer and Patricia Yaeger, ‘Introduction’, in Parker et al. (eds.), Nationalisms and Sexualities, p. 6.
courts were originally established under the Emergency Law to deal with cases of national security, in particular the trial of political Islamists charged with acts of terror. Over the years, they have also been used to try political opponents of the regime. Human rights groups have condemned the courts as a violation of international standards of fair trial. Human Rights Watch describes the courts as, ‘a parallel court system under direct government control’. There is no right of appeal against the final verdict and sentences can only be overturned by the Egyptian president.

In addition to its association with Israel, homosexuality may be constructed as a security threat to the Egyptian nation because it challenges the heterosexual order that is central to nation-state processes. More specifically, it interrogates the heterosexual ordering of the nation’s ‘inner sphere’ of sexual/gender roles, relations and identities that define national identity and the boundaries of the nation – dividing ‘us’ from ‘them’.

Within this context, the public harassment of homosexual men represents an opportunity to regain control of the ‘inner domain’ of the nation – meaning the sphere of personal and familial relations – by (re)asserting heterosexism as the only socially and politically acceptable means of ordering gender relations and identities. The fixing of sexual identities as heterosexual reinforces the boundaries of permissible behaviour for both men and women within the national collective, thereby contributing to the construction of national difference.

The gender and sexuality of national identity and culture

The punishment of homosexuality acts to reproduce Egyptian national identity and culture. The behaviour of the defendants in the Queen Boat case was represented as a threat to Egyptian national identity and culture. The use of the term ‘perverts’ throughout the case to describe the arrested men, was constructed not only as an act of ‘perverting from’ the cultural norms of society but also as actively perverting these norms. In response to Amnesty International’s condemnation of the arrest and trial of the 52 men, Rose al-Youssef argued, ‘If they [Amnesty International] consider perversion an expression of personal freedom, we consider it an attack on values and beliefs’.

The ‘values and beliefs’ that politicians and the media sought to defend were concerned with the sexual and moral behaviour of individuals. The media attacked the defendants in the Queen Boat case for practising ‘perverted activities’, such as holding same-sex marriage ceremonies, taking pornographic photographs and having
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group sex. Moreover, these practices were condemned as a form of ‘devil-worshipping’ – thereby portrayed as an attack on religious values.

‘Religion is central to sexual regulation in almost all societies . . . Indeed, it may well be that the primary social function of religion is to control sexuality and gender in the interests of hegemonic masculinity’. Discriminatory family laws, Female Genital Cutting and domestic violence, amongst other examples of societal control of (female) sexuality, are all justified by conservatives through recourse to Islam. Similarly, homosexuality (liwat) is deemed to be a crime within Islam.

Not only is Islam central to sexual regulation. Simultaneously, Islam plays an important role in national identification processes within Egypt. For example, the continued existence of discriminatory family laws rooted in Islamic codes is hailed by conservatives as a means of affirming their countries ‘authentic’ Islamic roots. Linked to this, Islam represents a marker of national difference from the West. Consequently, behaviour that is seen to ‘pervert from’ religious norms is represented as un-Egyptian.

An essential component in representing homosexuality as a perversion of Egyptian identity and culture rests with its representation as foreign to Egyptian values. Egyptian culture, rooted in Islam, was consistently represented as in opposition to and separate from Western culture. Hussein Derar, deputy-assistant foreign minister for human rights, said, ‘They have their Western culture and we have our Islamic culture’. (It is ambiguous as to who ‘they’ are – those living in Western societies, gay men or international human rights campaigners). According to the chief prosecutor in his opening statement of the Queen Boat case, ‘Western nations accept and tolerate what Islam considers a crime’.

Government officials defended the prosecution of the men on the basis of protecting Egyptian cultural values from Western decadence. The chief government
spokesman, Nabil Osman argued, ‘What we did was not a breach of human rights . . . but actually an interpretation of the norms of our society, the family values of our society . . . some of these values in the West are actually in decay’.77 Demonstrating also the class nature of the issue, Egypt’s business elite were blamed for promoting homosexuality by adopting ‘foreign’ lifestyles and turning their back on Egyptian culture.78

Whilst women’s behaviour in both the private and public spheres is often represented as symbolic of a nation’s character,79 the Queen Boat case illustrates the ways in which hegemonic notions of masculinity are inextricably linked to national identity. The representations of homosexuality as a Western cultural norm was predicated on the assumption not only that gay sexuality was ‘un-Egyptian’ but, in addition, was ‘un-manly’. Such attitudes are illustrated by the treatment the men received immediately following their arrest. The identification of the men as gay centred upon their appearance as ‘un-Egyptian/un-manly’. Different detainees reported that the police officers would ask them to show their underwear. If it was coloured, that was taken to mean that the person was gay. Most male underwear in Egypt is plain white. Coloured underwear is seen as ‘Western’.80 Similarly, men with long hair and tattoos are also part of Vice Squad mythologies about identifying gay men.81 Detainees wearing the latest Western fashions were deemed effeminate by police officers. One arrested man recalls the events in the police station:

I was the first to be called out. I was well-dressed but he thought my clothes looked ‘girlish’ though I was just wearing a tight T-shirt top and a jacket and pants [i.e. trousers] with a little flower stitched on them, around the cuff. They all thought I was effeminate, all through this ordeal, so I was singled out for special attention [i.e. particularly brutal abuse].82

The implication is that ‘real’ Egyptian men do not adopt such ‘un-Egyptian’/‘foreign’ ways of dressing. On the other hand, ‘masculine’-looking men were not subject to the same brutal and degrading treatment as other detainees. One arrested man said, ‘You know, I have muscles, I look like a man. The guards respected me’.83 This man also received a shorter prison sentence than other men found guilty (only one year).84

The Queen Boat case may be seen as an attempt to reproduce Egyptian identity and re-establish the boundaries of the Egyptian nation by constructing heterosexuality as an essential marker of national difference from the West. The association made between the West and homosexuality, on the one hand, and Egypt and heterosexuality, on the other, demonstrates the way in which sex/sexuality is
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78 ‘Dr. Khalil Fadel Tries to Read between the Lines’, Sawt al-Umma (independent newspaper), 24 May 2001, cit. in HRW, In a Time of Torture, p. 40.
80 BBC News Online, ‘Egypt Crackdown on Homosexuals’. One arrested man had thrown away his underwear before arriving at the prison where they would be detained because, ‘He thought it incriminated him’. HRW, In a Time of Torture, fn. 114.
81 HRW, In a Time of Torture, p. 18.
82 Ibid., p. 32.
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inscribed within the power relations between the West and Egypt/Middle East.\textsuperscript{85} Within this context, homosexuality not only represented values that are ‘foreign’ to Egypt. It was also regarded as representative of Western attempts to undermine Egyptian sovereignty.

**Performing national sovereignty/protection regime authority**

The Queen Boat case associated the existence of homosexuality within Egypt with Western attempts to intervene in the domestic politics of Egypt, thereby threatening Egyptian sovereignty. According to one commentator, homosexuality constituted ‘the globalisation of perversion’, thereby linking homosexuality to what is widely regarded as a Western-controlled process that disregards the needs and interests of countries in the South.\textsuperscript{86} The performance of the ‘Queen Boat case’ for an international audience was significant in this respect. It may be seen as an attempt by Egyptian authorities to publicly defend national sovereignty against Western intervention.

The trial was well attended by the media and representatives of Western embassies and human rights groups, whilst the families of the defendants were largely excluded from attending the proceedings. Photographers were allowed to take photos and cameramen were allowed to film inside the court. It is as if ‘the authorities [had] a curious desire to advertise injustice’.\textsuperscript{87} The defendants attempted to hide their identity with masks torn from white prison clothing. The image of these ghostly figures, sitting in cages for the defendants, became ubiquitous in the media coverage of the event. The trial attracted so much attention that, after the opening session, it was moved to a larger courthouse.\textsuperscript{88}

The case sparked a substantial international campaign against the Egyptian authorities. Celebrities in Britain, including Elton John and Graham Norton, signed a petition to free the arrested men. Rights groups around the world organised demonstrations outside Egyptian embassies. Western diplomats, government officials and even the French president voiced their concerns about the arrests and treatment of the Queen Boat defendants.\textsuperscript{89} The European Parliament adopted a resolution urging the government to resolve outstanding human rights issues, with explicit reference to the trial of the 52 alleged gay men, as part of the Euro-Mediterranean Association Agreement.\textsuperscript{90}

\textsuperscript{85} A more recent event also demonstrates the way in which the military power of the West is equated with homosexuality. In Egypt, in May 2004, there were demonstrations protesting the abuse of prisoners in Abu Ghraib prison, Iraq. The protesters blamed the abuse on ‘homosexual American executioners’. Patrick Letellier, ‘Egyptian Protest “Gay” Abuse in Iraq’, Gay.com, 18 May 2004, \(\text{http://uk.gay.com/headlines/6271}\), accessed 6 December 2004.
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\textsuperscript{89} BBC News Online, ‘Egyptian Rights Group “Cannot Protect Gays”; Age of Consent, “Immorality” Trial Reconvenes in Egypt’.

\textsuperscript{90} European Parliament Resolution, 29 November 2001, Association Agreement with Egypt (B5-0740/2001); European Parliament resolution on the conclusion of an Association Agreement with Egypt.
In the end, the mounting international criticism no doubt became embarrassing to the government and, in May 2002, the president ordered a review of the verdicts of November 2001. Simultaneously, the authorities began to clamp down on domestic reporting of men arrested for homosexuality. On the one hand, one may interpret these actions by the authorities as defensive. Yet, by this time, the Queen Boat case had generated ample proof that Egyptian sovereignty was threatened by the West in the form of the intervention of various Western actors in defence of homosexuality.

In this respect, the Queen Boat case operated to demonstrate Egyptian resistance to these interventions, thereby enabling a variety of actors to 'perform' Egyptian sovereignty. In particular, the case demonstrated the regime's authority in its defence of Egyptian sovereignty from foreign influence. The public harassment of gay men and Egyptian media commentaries of the event enabled the widespread diffusion of a discourse defending 'cultural authenticity' in the face of decadent Western values. This discourse obliged social actors to take sides and provided culturally legitimate grounds for domestic repression, not only against those who digress from heterosexuality but also against those who are associated with defending individual freedoms.

The already embattled Egyptian human rights community became divided over how to respond to the case. A small group of organisations spoke in defence of the men's rights, not only to a fair trial but also to lead their private lives without state interference. In addition, lawyers from these groups represented the men in court. Meanwhile, some human rights activists avoided commenting or becoming involved in the case. On the other hand, a significant number of organisations rejected not only the idea of the right to express diverse sexual orientations but also refused to represent the Queen Boat defendants on the grounds that homosexuality is not part of Egyptian culture and sexual orientation was not a human right but a Western cultural practice.

One long-standing human rights activist and director of the Egyptian Organisation for Human Rights said in an interview:

If we were to uphold this issue, this would be the end of what remains of the concept of human rights in Egypt... We let them [the arrested men] down, but I don't have a mandate from the people, and I don't want the West to set the pace for the human rights movement in Egypt.

By refusing to defend the men on trial, Egyptian activists could be seen to be 'send[ing] a message to the regime that the rights movement will stand with the state against foreign pressures'. In other words, the Queen Boat case not only delegitimised homosexuality but also delegitimised public dissent in the name of protecting Egyptian sovereignty, thereby further weakening the freedom of civil society to challenge Egypt's authoritarian regime.

---

91 Since its emergence at the end of the 1980s, the Egyptian human rights movement has been subject to numerous campaigns to discredit its work by the government and other members of civil society on the grounds that it represents Western interests and values. The Queen Boat arrests happened soon after a pro-democracy activist, Saad Eddin Ibrahim, was found guilty of 'defaming Egypt abroad' (amongst other charges), also in a State Security Court. For further details, see Nicola Pratt, 'Egypt harasses Human Rights Activists', Middle East Report Press Information Note, 17 August 2000, (http://www.merip.org/mero/mero081700.html).

92 These groups included the Hisham Mubarak Law Centre, the al-Nadim Centre for the Rehabilitation of Victims of Torture and the Egyptian Initiative for Personal Rights.

93 Rose al-Youssef, 'How Could Anyone Believe Them after This Ridiculous Statement'.

94 BBC News Online, 'Egyptian Rights Group ''Cannot Protect Gays'''.

95 Bahgat, 'Explaining Egypt's Targeting of Gays'.
Conclusion

This article has drawn attention to the way in which the construction of national security ‘threats’, such as homosexuality, are inextricably linked to the ways in which gender and sexuality are inscribed within power relations at the interpersonal, national and international levels. Insecurities at the national level, resulting from global political, strategic and economic processes, impact upon gender and sexual relations and identities. Simultaneously, resistance to these insecurities is constructed through attempts to re-establish hetero-normative hierarchies of gender and sexual relations and identities.

The Queen Boat case demonstrates not only the significance of gender in national identification processes but also of sexuality as a means of securing gender identities and relations within a context of shifting gender roles. The enforcement of heteronormativity, through the harassment and punishment of homosexuality, operates to fix masculinity and femininity in relation to sexual relations and identities. This occurs within a context in which the government is attempting to liberalise gender roles.

Norms surrounding sexuality and sexual behaviour are represented as markers of national identity – they define the boundaries of the national collective. Through the Queen Boat case, strictly enforced heterosexuality is characterised as inherent to an ‘authentic’ national culture – in opposition to less strictly enforced heterosexuality and, hence, more morally corrupt Western culture. Indeed, the case itself was constituted through a set of assumptions about the essential difference between Egypt and the West with regards to the nature of gender and sexual roles, relations and identities.

National sovereignty is constructed through this process of national differentiation on the basis of ‘culture’ and ‘identity’. Culture, inextricably linked to the private sphere of gender and sexual relations, is seen to represent the ‘inner domain’ of the nation. The ‘outer domain’ of geostrategic relations and global political economy is continually subject to foreign intervention and influence (for example, through US political and military dominance and World Bank/IMF-imposed economic reforms). Within this context, the ‘inner domain’ constitutes the only terrain upon which the Egyptian regime may establish state sovereignty and national differentiation may occur. Consequently, the private sphere represents the core of national sovereignty and the terrain upon which national boundaries are drawn and policed.

The construction of monolithic, national cultures and identities constitutes national sovereignty and maintains regime authority within nation-state boundaries. Those that transgress sex/gender norms, also transgress these boundaries, threatening national identity and, consequently, undermining national sovereignty. The use of torture and other humiliating treatment in the detention of the Queen Boat victims illustrates the threat that homosexuality appears to pose to the reproduction of national identity and sovereignty. The fragility of Egyptian sovereignty in relation to other sovereign nation states becomes an implicit justification for the violation of human rights within the domestic arena.

Attempts by Western governments and international organisations to call Egypt to account for its abuse of human rights on the basis of sexual orientation acts to reaffirm the perceptions of Western interference, as well as contributing to the continual hardening of the so-called ‘cultural’ differences between the Middle East
and the West. A ‘transversal’ politics that seeks to open spaces for fluidity, diversity and alterity – both in the West and in the Middle East – would contribute to breaking down those differences constructed around notions of immutable and essentialised culture and ‘serve to change the ways in which power is negotiated’.96

Simultaneously, there is a need to continue to address the global political and economic inequalities that contribute towards feelings of disempowerment and frustration amongst people in Egypt and other countries of the South. The assertion of cultural differences by disempowered peoples constitutes a means of asserting autonomy and resisting global inequalities.97 Yet, this contributes to the creation of a politics in which dissent, diversity and difference are either suppressed or criminalised as threatening to national existence. The Queen Boat case in Egypt is an illustration of how such a politics is constructed to the detriment of the human security and human rights of all men and women.

96 Giles and Hyndmann, ‘New Directions for Feminist Research and Politics’, p. 314.